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 4 

  Introduction 

Russia is the owner of the largest natural gas reserves in the world. The capstone will 

show that Russia uses its natural gas reserves to improve its dominant position in the 

international system and that natural gas has a big role in the Post-Soviet Russian foreign 

policy. For many years Russian company, called Gazprom, had a monopolistic position for 

the export of natural gas to other countries and mainly to the EU. Gazprom also was the only 

gas supplier to its domestic market. But in the recent years, the dominant position of 

Gazprom and the demand for Russian natural gas is now decreased because of several 

factors. One of the major factors is the emergence of several gas producing companies in 

Russia, such as Rosneft, Novatek, Lukoil. Another factor is that Russia uses its monopolistic 

position and increases the price for the gas and for that reason the demand is decreasing. The 

EU countries are very concerned that they are largely dependent on Russian natural gas. That 

is the reason why they are searching alternatives to Russian gas, although many countries, 

such as Hungary, Poland, etc. are largely if not completely dependent on Russian natural gas. 

The liquefied natural gas (LNG), imported from the US, is maybe the best alternative for the 

EU, as it has less political risks and shorter transportations distances. Other factors are 

Western sanctions, the recent economic recession. 

The export of natural gas is very important for Russia, as its economy is mainly relied 

on the export of gas. Russia failed to diversify its economy also in other fields, which could 

be very useful for the Russian economy, because the gas and oil are interconnected and the 

uncertain prices of oil may bring loses to the economy. So Russia needs to diversify its 

economy in order to be ready and not vulnerable when the prices of oil would decline.  
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Literature Review 

The topic of my capstone is about the importance of natural gas in post-Soviet 

Russian foreign policy. This part of the thesis will introduce the studies of many scholars that 

are related to this topic. 

The monopolistic position of Russian natural gas is decreasing because of several 

factors that many scholars referred in their studies. One of the factors is the competition in 

the Russian market of natural gas, as now several firms also provide natural gas and oil, 

besides from Gazprom (Locatelli 2014). Gazprom, which 50% of shares belong to Russia, is 

the major gas supplier to the EU and many other countries. The percentage of the European 

market in Russia’s overall natural gas exports is 70% (Boguslavska et al. 2015). In Russian 

gas supply market, Gazprom has several competitors, such as Rosneft and Novatek. Although 

Rosneft and Novatek, in 2014, increased their gas production respectively by 35% and 1.5%, 

Gazprom is still the leading player in the domestic market (Boguslavska et al. 2015). More 

than 50% of its gas Gazprom sells to the Russian market. But since 2010 Gazprom is 

experiencing financial losses, because of the decreased gas extraction and competition. From 

2013 to 2014 the gas production of Gazprom fell by 9%, or by 443.9 billion m
3 

(Boguslavska 

et al. 2015). 

Western sanctions imposed against Russia contributed to the reduction of Gazprom’s 

gas production and which caused a decrease in demand for Russian natural gas (Emerson 

2014; Boguslavska et al. 2015). Because of Russia’s actions in Ukraine that were 

destabilizing the situation, the EU imposed sanctions against Russia. These sanctions were 

mainly economic (import or export of goods), individual (asset freezes and visa bans for 

some people in Russia) and diplomatic (e.g. EU-Russia summit, scheduled in Sochi was 

cancelled). Russia in its turn also imposed sanctions against Europe and Ukraine. And since 

2014, Russia stopped to supply natural gas to Ukraine (Emerson 2014).  
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Another factor, which also encouraged the decrease in Russian natural gas demand 

was the increasing price (Gelb 2007). Russia is now the most major exporting country of 

natural gas to the world gas market (Holz et al. 2014). The monopolistic position of Russia 

could be described as “either you accept our prices, or you freeze” (Petrillo 2013). And also, 

there is an unofficial slogan about Gazprom “What is good for Gazprom is good for Russia” 

(Trenin 2007). According to Simes (2007), Gazprom threatens to penalize the countries that 

resist, e.g. Ukraine and Georgia, and offers below-market prices for countries that enter into 

specific economic and political arrangements with  Russia. As many countries were largely 

dependent on Russian gas, Russia used its monopolistic power and set high prices for the gas. 

And Gazprom stopped the supply of gas to Ukraine and Moldova, as they didn’t agree to pay 

the price that Gazprom set (Gelb 2007). After the increase of gas price in 2009, Ukraine 

decreased its gas imports from Russia. In 2014, when Russia supported the separatists in 

Lugansk and Donetsk, and the Crimea’s annexation led Ukraine to access gas supply from 

Poland, Slovakia and Hungary. And these natural gas flows substantially reverse the Russian 

gas streams. The reverse flow of Russian natural gas in Europe can compete with the 

Gazprom on gas price, which shows the inflation of Russian gas price (Boguslavska et al. 

2015). Ukraine consumed 50-60% of gas, sold by Gazprom, and when Russia cut off the gas 

supply to Ukraine, the demand for Russian gas decreased. The position of Gazprom in post-

soviet countries reduced drastically because of Ukraine’s decreased demand (Boguslavska et 

al. 2015).  

Monopolistic position of Russia as one of the largest gas suppliers to the world gas 

market is now declined. The EU, which is one of the important gas markets for Russia, was 

importing 50% of Russia’s gas exports, but now it has decreased the import of gas from 

Russia, as their relations are now tensed (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013; Monaghan 

2006). One of the problems in the EU-Russia relations, to which the EU is concerned, is their 
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energy dependence on Russia, which undermines EU’s ability to negotiate or criticize Russia. 

Another reason their relations started to tense is when Russia interfered in the Ukrainian civil 

war and stopped the gas supply to Ukraine (Monaghan 2006). Over the years, many 

European officials became concerned about possible cutoffs of Russian natural gas supply to 

Europe and for that problem many European states started to search alternatives for a natural 

gas import to their country. North Africa and Central Asia have a high possibility for more 

natural gas production, and these regions can be alternatives for Europe to import natural gas 

rather than from Russia (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). 

According to some scholars (Goncalves and Melling 2014; Belkin, Nichol, and 

Woehrel 2013) for Europe LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) is an alternative to Russian natural 

gas. In 2011, 20% of Europe’s imported natural gas was LNG (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 

2013). The US also has LNG reserves, which may help the US to become a bigger player in 

world gas market. In the gas market of US, the price of natural gas is not set against oil, 

which gives an advantage to EU countries. Also, most of the proposed projects of LNG 

exports are situated on the East Coast or Gulf Coast of US, which make shipping to Europe 

more efficient (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). 

The recent economic recession also had its negative impact on Russian natural gas 

supply. During and after the crisis the position of Gazprom in three major markets was 

changed. These markets are Europe, Russia and post-Soviet countries (Boguslavska et al. 

2015). The demand for Russian natural gas is so decreased, that the supply is exceeding 

demand. From 2010 to 2014 gas supply to former Soviet countries declined from 70.2 bcm to 

48.1 bcm. Although there is a decrease in gas supply to the post-soviet countries, still there 

are several countries to which the delivery of Russian natural gas is relatively stable in recent 

years. Among these countries are Belarus (now the largest customer of Gazprom in the post-

Soviet region), Armenia, Georgia, Moldova and the Baltic countries, that are entirely 
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dependent on natural gas imports from Russia (Boguslavska et al. 2015).  The fact that many 

post-soviet countries are largely dependent on Russian natural gas and mainly on Gazprom 

shows that Gazprom has a power and business advantage in these countries. Gazprom 

established its authority in many post-soviet states, by taking shares of gas networks against 

the country’s debt to the Gazprom. For instance, initially from 1997, Gazprom’s share in the 

Armenian gas network Armrosgazprom was 45%. But from 2006-2013 Gazprom started also 

to control the rest of shares of Armrosgazprom, as Armenian government gradually sold the 

shares for delayed execution of Gazprom’s common price hikes and short-term price freezes. 

Now the biggest problem for the Gazprom is not the competition in Russian gas market, but 

the decrease in natural gas demand in the post-soviet region. And also their search for 

alternative gas supply sources through Europe, which may cost them even cheaper than the 

natural gas import from Russia (Boguslavska et al. 2015). 
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Issues 

Some important issues have an effect on the Russia’s foreign policy based on natural 

gas transportation. These issues are the monopoly of Gazprom, Russia-Turkey relations and 

the sanctions against Russia.  

The first issue is about the monopolistic position of Gazprom in the Russian oil and 

gas market. Gazprom is a state-controlled company, which was founded in 1992 and is 

considered to be Russia’s natural gas monopoly. Gazprom also has a strong domination in the 

export of gas to the European market. In 2013, taxes that Gazprom paid, ensured 7.5% of 

government revenues (Ahrend and Tompson 2010; Orlov 2015; AAslund 2010). Gazprom 

exports gas to more than 30 countries and is the sole producer and exporter of LNG in 

Russia. The company’s share in the gas reserves of Russia is 72% and 17% in the world gas 

reserves (Gazprom 2016). The monopolistic position of Gazprom started from 1992 when 

Viktor Chernomyrdin (founder of Gazprom) was elected as Russia’s prime minister and gave 

Gazprom special privileges (including tax privileges) and many monopolies. Gazprom has 

monopolies over trunk-line transportation, gas exports and as Russia owes world’s largest gas 

reserves, Gazprom controls the 25% of the global gas (AAslund 2010).  

Besides from Gazprom, which in 2013 produced 71.3% of total Russian gas 

production, there are also other companies that produce natural gas. And the share of 

independent gas producing companies in total Russian gas production increased in recent 

years: 28.7% in 2013, while in 2003, it was 12% (Orlov 2015). The main non-Gazprom 

companies producing gas are Lukoil, Rosneft, and Novatek. Although Gazprom has 

domination in domestic and export market, the increased prices in the domestic market made 

the competition between these companies more intense (Orlov 2015). 

The price of natural gas is lower than the export price due to price regulation. Price 

regulation of gas aims to prevent monopolistic behavior of Gazprom in Russia and other 
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consequences that high prices can result. And is it efficient to for Russia to have Gazprom as 

a monopolistic company or to increase domestic prices to promote independent companies? 

On the one hand, the growth of domestic gas prices would foster investments in the gas 

sector. On the other hand, high prices would be beneficial for non-Gazprom companies and 

which will strengthen the competition between them and Gazprom. As Gazprom is a state-

controlled company and is a significant political and economical source of power for Russia, 

the increasing competition would decrease the monopolistic position of Gazprom in domestic 

and hence in export markets (Orlov 2015).   

The second issue is about strained relations between Russia and Turkey. Bilateral 

relations between Russia and Turkey are very complicated. These countries have been rivals 

for many years, but there are also economic ties and mostly in the field of energy, which 

binds these two states (Bechev 2015). Turkey is the second largest gas market for Russia, 

behind Germany (Gazprom 2015). Turkey wanted to become a major gas transit country for 

exporting Russian natural gas to Europe (Winrow 2013). Gazprom created the South Stream 

project, which aimed to transport gas to Europe through Bulgaria, Ukraine to Hungary and 

Austria. But as a result of Rusia-Ukraine conflict Russian gas was planned to export to 

Europe through Turkey, which was a longer route (Öniş and Yılmaz 2015). 

But since 24 November of last year, when Turkey shoot down Russian warplane, their 

bilateral relations became extremely intense (Al Jazeera 2016; Shadrina 2016). After this 

event Russia banned charter flights from Russia to Turkey, hence causing enormous 

economic damage to Turkey, as in Russia Turkey is the top destination. Also, President Putin 

restricted the import of vegetables and fruits (BBC 2015). And until now their bilateral 

relations are still strained. 

The third issue concerning Russian natural gas is the sanctions by European states 

against Russia. According to Emerson (2014) political and economic sanctions usually were 
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considered to be ineffective. But the primary purpose of putting sanctions is to stay away 

from actions that might in some way hurt more the population of the country than its 

leadership. For this reason, EU and the US put sanctions against Russia, which included 

individual asset freezes and visa bans. Apart from individual sanctions, there were also 

diplomatic and economic sanctions imposed on Russia, including sanctions against 

“Sberbank”, “Gazprombank”, etc (Dobrokhotov 2015; Emerson 2014). As a response, Russia 

also in its turn imposed sanctions against EU, Ukraine and Moldova. Food imports were 

banned from the US, EU, Australia and Norway, but for a one year period. The European 

Commission stated that 40% of Russia’s agro-food imports from the EU were sanctioned. 

Russia also stopped gas supply to Ukraine since June 2014 and restricted several agro-food 

imports from Moldova (Emerson 2014). 

Although several sanctions Russia could sustain its position due to its oil and gas 

reserves, that ensure 50% of the state budget (Dobrokhotov 2015). The decline of world oil 

prices coincided with the imposed Western sanctions against Russia and thus depending 

mainly on gas and oil reserves could result a recession in Russia (Holland 2015; Ashford 

2016). As a result of imposed sanctions Russian ruble devaluated which brought low wages 

for employees, hence an increase of unemployment and migrations (Dobrokhotov 2015; 

Ashford 2016).  

Overall, the abundance of oil and gas reserves in Russia ensure high profit and 

sustainability in international politics, but the imposed sanctions which are mainly economic, 

also bring side effects for Russia, such as devaluation of the ruble, the decrease in oil price, 

unemployment and migration. Although Russia in its turn imposed sanctions against EU and 

the US, but still the financial influence of Western sanctions is visible. 
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Theory 

In this part the study will try to show that Russia uses its natural gas reserves as a tool 

of its “power”, using which Russia dictates its will to other countries. And as many states are 

dependent on the import of Russian natural gas, Russia keeps its influential status in the 

international system. So, the “power” of Russia, besides the military, is its commodities, such 

as oil and natural gas. The theory of the study will be based on realism, as the core concept of 

realism is the “power” and the relations between countries based on power. 

In the theory of realism there are several core assumptions: 1) existing strict 

distinction between international and domestic politics, 2) Nation-states are major actors in 

the international system, and 3) the relations between nations are struggle for peace and 

power (Vasquez 1997). “Power politics”, “anarchy”, “balance of power”, “the national 

interest” and “security dilemma” are main concepts of realism. According to the theory of 

realism, power is seen as an interest; all statesmen and states seek to power (Ashley 1981). 

Morgenthau, one of the outstanding scholars of realism, claimed that generally politics is a 

power politics, which means power struggle. But the power of the state does not necessarily 

mean abundance of military weapons. Power of the state could be economic resources, 

people’s morale, etc. (Herz 1981; Williams 2004). Morgenthau also differed political and 

military powers. According to him, the term power usually means when a person controls the 

actions and the mind of the other person. While the political power is the reciprocal relations 

of control between the population and the public authority holders and among public 

authorities holders (Williams 2004). Morgenthau defined interest as power and also stated 

that the national interest should be reached with the help of influence and power (Herz 1981; 

Williams 2004).    
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So, the theory of realism concentrates on the “power” of states and the use of it in 

order to reach national interests. Realism assumes that a state may have economic conditions 

as a type of power, which may be case of Russia, i.e. its oil and gas reserves.  

Following the study will elaborate more on the Russian natural gas as a powerful tool 

in its foreign policy and the level of dependence of gas importing countries on Russian gas. 

Firstly the study will cover the dependence of European, particularly Baltic States, on 

Russian natural gas; secondly the role of US liquefied natural gas (LNG) for the reduction of 

the dependence on Russian gas. Finally the study will elaborate on China-Kazakhstan gas 

transit, which may also affect the exports of Russian natural gas, as China is a major gas 

importing country.  

According to IEA (International Energy Agency), in 2012, 25% of EU’s imported 

natural gas came from Russia (112 billion cm out of 472 bcm). Hence, Russia is the greatest 

natural gas supplier to Europe. Germany is the largest importer of gas from Russia (69.6 bcm 

in 2012), and it covers nearly 38% of its energy consumption with Russian natural gas. The 

Eastern EU states are largely dependent on Russian gas imports. Among these countries are 

Bulgaria, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and the Baltic States (Engerer et al. 2014). Russia 

exports its natural gas via four major routes: direct gas pipelines to the Baltic countries and 

Finland, a pipeline to Germany, which goes under the Baltic Sea (the Nord Stream), and 

pipelines through Ukraine and Belarus (Sharples and Judge 2014).  In the Baltic countries, 

which are entirely dependent on Russian gas imports, Gazprom and its branches obviously 

abused their dominant position in the market and violated EU’s antitrust rules. While in 

Bulgaria, Gazprom’s branch by the use of EU legislation questioned the deficiency of access 

to pipelines and the legitimacy of tenders (Shaffer 2015; Engerer et al. 2014). 

At the beginning of 2009, because of the Russia-Ukrainian crisis, several European 

countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bosnia, Greece, Croatia, Montenegro, Romania, Kosovo, 
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Serbia and Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) had disruptions of Russian natural gas 

in the middle of the cold winter. These countries import Russian gas via pipelines, which 

goes through Ukraine. The stoppage of gas supply mainly largely affected those countries 

that are almost entirely dependent on Russian gas, e.g. Serbia, FYR of Macedonia, 

Montenegro, and Moldova. This situation fostered these countries to search alternatives to the 

Russian natural gas, such as LNG (Kovacevic 2009). Pipeline gas imports from other regions 

and limited consumption of natural gas can also compensate natural gas disruptions (Richter 

and Holz 2015). Thus, the disruption of natural gas supplies can also contribute the customer 

countries to search alternatives to the Russian gas. 

EU expects that its consumption of natural gas will increase, while the production of 

its own natural gas is decreasing (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). If these expectations 

will come into reality, EU’s dependence on Russian gas supply will increase and therefore 

search for alternatives to Russian natural gas will be in EU’s interest. But Russia tries to 

protect its dominant position in the European gas market. Russia (including Gazprom), in 

order to protect itself from possible alternatives to its pipelines, proposed competing projects 

and attempted to offer European companies shares in those projects and in other projects as 

well. Russia also tried to discourage potential natural gas suppliers from joining in European-

supported projects (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). United States views EU energy 

security as its national interest. The Administration of George W. Bush considered that 

Russian energy reserves are political tools that Russia uses to have an influence on other 

countries (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013).  

If the Baltic countries will build two-three LNG infrastructures, this would largely 

reduce their dependence on Russian natural gas by early 2020s. These infrastructures require 

huge investments, which these states may not afford (Dickel et al. 2014). But in May 2014, 

the President of Lithuania Dalia Grybauskaite condemned Russia’s aggressive behavior in 
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Ukraine and stated that Russia uses methods in Ukraine that were used in 1930s and she 

didn’t doubt that Russia provided sophisticated and expensive weapons to the pro-Russian 

forces in Ukraine. Then she announced that Lithuania is planning to eliminate its dependence 

on Russian natural gas, as in December of that year a ship with LNG was scheduled to arrive 

Lithuania. The president urged US to approve LNG gas exports to her country, which would 

have political benefits. This move will help Lithuania to be independent from Russian 

influence in the region and to remove dependency on importing Russian natural gas (Dickel 

et al. 2014; VOA 2014). So, the import of liquefied natural gas will help the Baltic countries 

to reduce or even cut their dependency on Russian natural gas imports, but this may not be 

realistic in recent years. 

 LNG or the liquefied natural gas is the natural gas transformed to a form of liquid for 

its transportation purposes (Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt 2013). Nowadays natural gas is 

transported to the customers mainly by pipelines, but many countries are very far from the 

gas supplier country, so the gas transit to that countries is expensive. An alternative to the 

pipelines is the LNG. In order to transform natural gas into a liquid, it should be cooled down 

to -163°C under an atmospheric pressure. And when the LNG is transported, it is again 

transformed back to a natural gas form (Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt 2013). LNG is an 

alternative to Russian natural gas. In 2011, 25 states imported LNG and 18 states exported, 

and 20% of Europe’s imported natural gas was in the form of LNG (Belkin, Nichol, and 

Woehrel 2013; Hufbauer et al. 2013). The process of liquefaction of natural gas is very 

costly: each liquefaction plant costs $10 billion; each transportation tanker costs $300 million 

dollar and the each plant for regasification process costs $1-2 billion. Because of these huge 

costs, few countries are producing and exporting LNG. LNG production also causes 

environmental problems. In contrast to the natural gas, LNG production causes increasing 
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emissions of greenhouse gas. But as the demand for LNG is now growing, the international 

energy market will change (Hufbauer et al. 2013).  

 Several years ago, US had a shortfall of natural gas supply as in contrast to increasing 

demand; reserves and the conventional production were falling. Federal government 

encouraged private companies to build LNG import terminals as a solution from the situation. 

A decade ago, the situation reversed, as production and exploration technologies were 

developed and also the increased prices for natural gas in 2008 promoted improvement in the 

US energy sector (Ebinger, Massy, and Avasarala 2012). LNG imports from US is very 

attractive to the EU because of offered clear hub pricing, comparably less political risks, and 

shorter LNG transportation distances (Goncalves and Melling 2014). According to the 

Navigant Consulting estimations, in the near future US will become a major LNG exporter in 

the international natural gas market (Hufbauer et al. 2013). US also have an access to shale 

gas (natural gas extracted from shale rock). Shale gas fosters economic growth, as for 

instance in 2010, shale gas production provided employment for 600.000 people. Other 

countries also have shale gas, e.g. China (the largest shale gas owner), Poland, India, UK, 

Ukraine, Australia and South Africa, but they have not developed the production as much as 

US did. Shale gas also raises environmental problems, such as pollution of water, emission of 

more greenhouse gas, and even causing more earthquakes to happen (Wang et al. 2014). But 

now as the shale gas production is not so much developed, countries produce and export or 

import natural gas or LNG.  

Currently, Japan is the largest LNG importing country, which has no pipelines, and 

and the second is Korea. 11% of imported LNG to Japan, comes from Qatar, which is 

accounts one-third of international LNG market (Ebinger, Massy, and Avasarala 2012; 

Hufbauer et al. 2013). Japan also imported LNG from Asian and European suppliers, but as 

the US offers discounts compared to other countries, it is preferable for Japan to import from 
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LNG US (Hufbauer et al. 2013). Japan started to import LNG because of Fukussima nuclear 

power disaster and also the absence of natural gas reserves in its territory. Another natural 

gas importing country is China, but China does not want to pay the price that Russia offers 

the EU countries. So, for the US Japan and China are significant opportunities for LNG 

export (Hufbauer et al. 2013; Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). 

   Russia in its turn also tried enter to the LNG market, particularly, Gazprom and its 

domestic competitors: Rosneft and Novatek, planed to start LNG projects. Since 2009, 

Gazprom is selling LNG from the Sakhalin 2 project and is planning three more projects: two 

projects in Asia, which is the development of Sakhalin 2 and the Baltic LNG project in the 

west (with a capacity of 7.5 million tonne). Novatek also has a project: Yamal LNG, which is 

supported by the government by infrastructure construction and tax breaks. This project is 

planned to start in 2017/18 (Dickel et al. 2014). Gazprom’s plant in Vladivostok will supply 

Asian market and will reach Indian market while the other project (Baltic LNG) will target 

European and the South American markets, and will cause an increase of sales portfolio 

(Dickel et al. 2014). But Russia has pipelines, and maybe that is one of the reasons why the 

production of LNG is not much developed in Russia. 

In 2013, the government of Russia passed a law and allowed Novatek and Rosneft to 

develop LNG projects. But will the production of LNG by other two competitors result the 

end of Gazprom’s monopolistic position in the export of natural gas? If we take into 

consideration that President Vladimir Putin is inclined to control the energy sector of his 

country by state-owned companies, the answer to the question would be no, at least in the 

near future (Dickel et al. 2014). Currently, as Europe is importing gas mainly from Russia, it 

is less likely that Gazprom’s position would change in the near future, but as the US-Russia 

relations are tensed and there are imposed sanctions against Russia, the end of Gazprom’s 

monopoly is not unrealistic (Dickel et al. 2014). The liberalization of Russian gas market is 
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the main priority of Russia’s State Energy Strategy 2030, which means that the monopoly of 

Gazprom should be eliminated, and independent companies also can enter the gas market. In 

2015, Rosneft asked the government to have permission for the natural gas exports through 

pipelines to other countries, which would also put and end to the Gazprom’s monopoly on 

natural gas exports (Boguslavska et al. 2015). Hence, Gazprom’s monopoly may end in the 

near future. 

  In the Asian region Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan also want to lessen Russia’s 

dominant position in the region, in energy sector (Fazilov and Chen 2013; Hancock 2006). 

Turkmenistan’s natural gas reserves are equal to 1.2% of the global reserves, which is 2.1 

trillion cm. Until 2006, Russia owned all the pipelines, by which Turkmenistan exported its 

gas. Gazprom-owned the gas pipelines, which exported Turkmenistan’s natural gas to 

Ukraine and Russia. In 2006, China and Turkmenistan agreed to build a gas pipeline, which 

would help Turkmenistan to decrease Russian influence in its energy sector (Hancock 2006). 

The agreement was signed in 2007, according to which during the next 30 years, each year 

Turkmenistan would deliver 30bcm of natural gas to China trough pipelines. The gas supply 

started in December 2009 (Fazilov and Chen 2013).  

Kazakhstan also is a major owner of natural gas reserves (8.6 tcm). Kazakhstan-China 

cooperation in natural gas sector will help Kazakhstan to balance against Russian dominant 

position in its region. China and Kazakhstan are planning to build a new gas pipeline in the 

near future, which will connect Alashankou and Ishim and the pipeline going through 

Karaganda and Astana (Fazilov and Chen 2013). One of the factors that proves Russia’s 

influence in Asian natural gas market is that Russia reexports gas from Central Asia to low 

paying countries of CIS, e.g. Ukraine, and keeps the EU market, which is more profitable, for 

itself. As Central Asian countries were largely dependent on Russian gas transit routes, 

Central Asian natural gas had less value, and before 2004, for each million cm, Turkmenistan 
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was receiving only $36 million, while average EU gas price was $136 mcm (Cobanli 2014). 

All these factors contributed that Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan started to search for new 

customers in order to decrease their dependence on sale of Russian natural gas. 

From the covered sources, it is evident that Russia uses its natural gas reserves to 

improve its dominant position both in Europe and in the Asian market. But as customers of 

Russian natural gas, i.e. the EU and Central Asian countries are searching and developing 

alternative projects to Russian gas. The EU wants to import more LNG as an alternative and 

Central Asian countries, i.e. Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan are cooperating with China to 

lessen Russian dominant position in their energy sector. 

The theory of the capstone derived from the literature is that natural gas has a direct 

impact on Russian foreign policy and Russia is largely dependent on its natural gas exports, 

and it should diversify its economy also in other fields. Russia made several states to be much 

dependent, if not completely dependent, on its natural gas imports, and as Russia uses natural 

gas in its foreign policy, it should be careful not to disrupt the gas supply to other countries. 

The theory of the thesis is based on realism, as Russia uses natural gas to prove its power 

over other states. As “power” is the core concepts of realism, the theory is based on that 

theory.   
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Methodology 

The research question of the capstone is: What is the importance of natural gas in 

post-soviet Russian foreign policy? The hypothesis is that Russia uses its natural gas reserves 

to improve its dominant position in the international system. The theory of the capstone, as 

was mentioned above, is based on realism. The theory of the capstone derived from the 

literature is that Post-Soviet Russia uses natural gas in its foreign policy and Russia is largely 

dependent on its natural gas exports, and it failed to diversify its economy in other fields. 

Also, Russia made several states to be much dependent, if not completely dependent, on its 

natural gas imports, and as Russia uses natural gas in its foreign policy, it should be careful 

not to disrupt the gas supply to other countries. The methodology of the thesis is deductive, 

as from the covered theory it is obvious that Russia uses natural gas in its foreign policy and 

that Europe is dependent on Russian gas. After the methodology, the capstone will cover the 

evidence and analysis of findings and then the conclusion.  
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Evidence 

The dominant position of Russia and particularly the Gazprom has been declining in 

recent years. There are several reasons and one of them, as it has been already mentioned, is 

the competition in the Russia’s gas market. Although Gazprom is the major gas exporter to 

the EU, but there are also other companies in the Russian gas market, such as Novatek and 

Rosneft (Locatelli 2014; Boguslavska et al. 2015). Since 2010, Gazprom’s position is 

declining because of less gas extraction, increased competition and financial loses 

(Boguslavska et al. 2015). 

Another factor that also contributed to the decrease of Gazprom’s position in the 

world gas market is the dependence of Europe on Russian natural gas. The EU, which is one 

of the important gas markets for Russia, was importing 50% of Russia’s gas exports, but now 

it has decreased the import of gas from Russia, as their relations are now tensed (Belkin, 

Nichol, and Woehrel 2013; Monaghan 2006). The Western sanctions, imposed against 

Russia, largely hindered the gas imports from Russia to Europe, as they were the results of 

EU-Russia tensed relations (Emerson 2014; Boguslavska et al. 2015). 

Although the demand for Russian natural gas is decreased, there are several EU 

member countries, which are still mainly or even entirely dependent on Russian natural gas 

imports. One of those countries is Hungary, which imports natural gas mainly from Russia, 

but also from other countries such as Turkmenistan, which also transits Russia, Germany, and 

France, that comes through Austria (Shaffer 2015). Among other EU countries, Hungary has 

one of the highest shares of gas consumption, which is 35%. As of 2014 Hungary had 95 bcm 

of natural gas reserves, which could be used nearly 40 years under the current 2.4 bcm rate of 

annual gas production (Shaffer 2015). Hungary is an important gas transit country for 

Russian gas supply to other EU member states. Hungary’s gas is interconnected with its 

neighbor countries: Serbia, Austria, Croatia, Romania and Slovakia (Shaffer 2015). Besides 
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from Hungary, there are also other countries that are highly or completely dependent on 

Russian natural gas, such as Romania, Czech Republic, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Lithuania, 

Bulgaria, Slovakia, etc. (Yafimava 2015). Hence, despite the decreasing demand for Russian 

natural gas in Europe, there are still countries that are highly dependent on Russian gas. 

As the EU wants to decrease its dependence on Russian gas, it started to search 

alternatives to it. One of the alternatives is the liquefied natural gas or LNG. In 2011, 25 

states imported LNG and 18 states exported, and 20% of Europe’s imported natural gas was 

in the form of LNG (Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013; Hufbauer et al. 2013). LNG imports 

from the US are very attractive to the EU because of offered shorter LNG transportation 

distances, clear hub pricing and comparably less political risks (Goncalves and Melling 

2014). The production of liquefied natural gas is very expensive, and that is why few 

countries are now producing and exporting LNG (Hufbauer et al. 2013). Japan is the largest 

LNG importing country and the second is Korea. 11% of imported LNG to Japan, comes 

from Qatar, which is accounts one-third of international LNG market (Ebinger, Massy, and 

Avasarala 2012; Hufbauer et al. 2013). According to the Navigant Consulting estimations, in 

the near future US will become a major LNG exporter in the international natural gas market 

(Hufbauer et al. 2013). The US also has access to shale gas (natural gas extracted from shale 

rock). Besides from the US, other countries such as China (the largest shale gas owner), 

Poland, India, UK, Ukraine, Australia and South Africa also have shale gas, but they have not 

developed the production as much as US did (Wang et al. 2014). 

Iran is the second largest gas reserves owner after Russia. It has 33 trillion cm of gas 

reserves, but the imposed sanctions by the US are a major obstacle for Iran to enter into the 

world gas market (Dickel et al. 2014; Cohen 2014). Even when the sanctions will be taken 

off, it would take several years for Iran to establish its status in the international gas market 

(Dickel et al. 2014). For many years Iran wanted to export gas to Europe and there were 
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many projects for the gas export. In 2008, the TAP (Trans-Atlantic-Pipeline) project was 

proposed for the first time, according to which Iran should export 5.5 bcm per year to 

Switzerland. Because of the US pressure, the project failed and the EU banned the import of 

gas from Iran. Apart from the sanctions imposed against Iran, there is also another issue, 

which makes difficulties for Iran to export its gas. The problem is that the domestic gas 

consumption is growing in Iran (due to market expansion, increasing population, etc.). Even 

if there would be investments and necessary technologies, the reserves of gas would be 

enough mainly for domestic consumption (up to 200-220 bcm per year before 2020). Iran can 

also export its gas to some states (e.g. Turkey and Iraq – 10 bcm per year each, etc.) and the 

rest of the available gas would be marginal for the EU export (Dickel et al. 2014). But as a 

gas exporting country Iran is unreliable for Turkey as from 2006 till 2008, Iran stopped the 

gas supply to Turkey in order to compensate its domestic consumption. If Iran would export 

gas to the EU, this may happen also with the EU member countries (Cohen 2014; Jalilvand 

2013). In order for Iran to be able to enter the international gas market it should increase the 

gas production faster than the domestic consumption demand. This could be achieved as from 

2000 till 2010 Iran’s gas production was additionally increased by 130% (Jalilvand 2013). 

Another country in the region that also has large natural gas reserves is Iraq. But like 

Iran, Iraq also has difficulties in exporting its gas. There are some security and political 

problems, such as sectarian violence, terrorist activity, and also the scarcity of electricity 

make obstacles for the export of gas (Dickel et al. 2014). Russia cannot impose pressure on 

Iraq to enter the European gas market. Russia can have an influence mostly on post-Soviet 

countries but not on Iraq (Cohen 2014). Thus, the barriers that do not let Iraq to export its gas 

reserves are the above-mentioned security and political problems. So, the current large 

reserves of Iran and Iraq cannot be an alternative to Russia for Europe yet, because of their 

internal and external political and other problems. 
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Although there is a decrease in demand, the dependence of Europe on the Russian 

natural gas in ongoing. Russia is the greatest natural gas supplier to Europe, Germany is the 

largest importer of gas from Russia (69.6 bcm in 2012), and it covers nearly 38% of its 

energy consumption with Russian natural gas (Engerer et al. 2014). And as long as Europe 

did not find a large alternative source of natural gas supply to lessen its dependence, it would 

rely on Russian gas and its prices. 

All in all, the dominant position of Russian natural gas and particularly Gazprom is 

decreasing in the international and domestic gas market. In the world market, the customers 

of Russian gas do not want to depend on it and its huge prices. So this is mainly the reason 

why the EU wants to find other sources of natural gas supply. In the domestic market there 

are other gas producing companies, which increases the competition and decreases the 

monopolistic position of Gazprom. 
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Analysis 

From the used literature in the capstone it is obvious that Gazprom is an important 

company for Russia. Gazprom, which was founded in 1992, is a state-controlled company. In 

2013, the taxes of Gazprom composed 7.5% of Russia’s revenues. It has a dominant position 

in Europe for the gas supply (Ahrend and Tompson 2010; Orlov 2015; AAslund 2010). The 

percentage of the European market in Russia’s overall natural gas exports is 70% 

(Boguslavska et al. 2015).  

During the recent years the demand for Russian natural gas in Europe has decreased 

and for that, there are several factors. Those factors largely contributed to the decline of 

Gazprom’s dominant position as a major natural gas supply source. The factors are: firstly, 

the competition with other gas producing companies, which decreased the monopolistic 

position of Gazprom in Russian domestic natural gas market (Boguslavska et al. 2015; Orlov 

2015). The second factor is the sanctions, imposed by the West and the EU, because of which 

Russia stopped the gas transit to Ukraine, through which gas was exported to the EU 

(Emerson 2014; Boguslavska et al. 2015). The third is the increasing price of the natural gas, 

as a result of Gazprom’s monopolistic position. Gazprom used its monopoly and set high 

prices for instance in the case of Ukraine in 2009, after which Ukraine decreased the import 

of Russian natural gas (Gelb 2007; Boguslavska et al. 2015). The next factor is the increasing 

dependence of the EU on Russian gas because of which Europe started to search alternative 

sources for gas supply. The best alternative is the liquefied natural gas imported from the US 

(Monaghan 2006; Goncalves and Melling 2014; Belkin, Nichol, and Woehrel 2013). The last 

major factor is the recent economic recession, which brought huge financial loss not only to 

Russia but also to Europe (Boguslavska et al. 2015). 

The theory of the capstone derived from the literature is that natural gas has a direct 

impact on Russian foreign policy and Russia is largely dependent on its natural gas exports, 
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and it should diversify its economy also in other fields. Russia made several states to be much 

dependent, if not completely dependent, on its natural gas imports, and as Russia uses natural 

gas in its foreign policy, it should be careful not to disrupt the gas supply to other countries.  

Based on the literature used, the hypothesis of the capstone is approved. Thus, Russia uses its 

natural gas reserves to establish and maintain its dominant position in the international 

system. But the leading position of Russia as a major gas supplier to the EU is decreased, and 

Europe wants to find other sources of natural gas supply because there is a significant 

dependence on Russian natural gas in the Europe. The monopoly of Gazprom and the 

increasing dependence made the EU start the import of LNG as an alternative to the Russian 

natural gas. Although the demand for Russian natural gas is decreased, Russia continues to be 

the largest gas exporting country. 

Several sources (Cooper 2014; González, Lacovone, and Subhash 2013) mentioned 

that Russia should diversify its economy as the trade of natural gas is the main source of 

country’s income.  The reliance of Russia on natural gas exports is very high. In  2000, the 

share of natural gas in the total exports was more than 50%, in 2005 it raised up to 62%, in 

2010 it increased to 65% and only from January till September of 2014, the share of gas 

exports rose over 66% (Cooper 2014). González, Lacovone, and Subhash (2013) also in their 

study mentioned about the increasing reliance of Russia on natural gas exports. Moreover, 

they also stated that Russia needs diversification in its economy, which means to do new 

thing in new markets or new sectors. Cooper (2014) indicates that for the oil exporting 

countries diversification of the economy is very crucial in order to be ready and not 

vulnerable when the prices of oil would decline.  

All in all, the demand for Russian natural gas has decreased in recent years for which 

there are several factors. The EU wants to drop its dependence on Russian gas and search 

alternative gas supply sources. The monopolistic position of Russia and particularly Gazprom 
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as a gas supply source is decreased. Until the recent years, Russia mainly relied on the profits 

earned from the exports of natural gas and did not diversify its economy in other fields. The 

diversification of the economy is very crucial for Russia, so that even when the prices of oil 

would decrease, Russia will be less affected. The analysis of the capstone proved the 

hypothesis that Russia uses its natural gas reserves to improve its dominant position in the 

international system. It also showed that Russia mainly relies on the exports of its natural gas 

reserves and failed to diversify its economy in other fields. 
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Conclusion 

The dominant position of Gazprom and the demand for Russian natural gas is 

decreased because of some factors that were mentioned in the study. Russia’s reliance on the 

natural gas is very significant and it failed to diversify its economy in other fields. The study 

showed that the natural gas has a very important role in Post-Soviet Russia’s foreign policy.  

The analysis of the capstone accepted the hypothesis that Russia uses its natural gas 

reserves to improve its dominant position in the international system. The dominance of 

Russia as a major natural gas supplier to Europe shows that many European states are largely 

and even entirely dependent on Russian natural gas. On the other hand, many countries want 

to search alternatives to Russian gas and to lessen their dependence on Russia. As an 

alternative to the Russian natural gas is the LNG imported from the US, for which the 

transportation is shorter and it has less political risks.  

All in all, natural gas plays a significant role in the Post-Soviet Russian foreign 

policy. Although Russia uses its dominant position as a major natural gas supplier and sets 

high prices, many states continue to be entirely or mostly dependent on Russian natural gas. 

But as the demand for gas is decreased Russia should start to diversify its economy in order 

not to be mainly relied on the natural gas exports.  
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